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0.1. INTRODUCTION
Fontaine has found a new approach to understanding the category of
Ž . -adic representations of G G KK , where K is a field completep K
with respect to a discrete valuation whose residue field is perfect of
Ž  .characteristic p see Fon . Here a  -adic representation of G is ap K
 -module of finite rank with a continuous linear action of G and p is ap K
prime number. In the equal characteristic case he constructed the category
Ž .of etale -modules over K see below for the definition which a priori´
seems much simpler than the category of  -adic representations of G .p K
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He then proved in an elementary way an equivalence of this category with
the category of all  -adic representations of G . The mixed characteristicp K
case is then deduced from the equal characteristic case via the field of
Ž  .norms machine due to Fontaine and Wintenberger see Win . The
category of  -adic representations of G in this case is equivalent to thep K
category of --modules over K.
Suppose for simplicity that p 2. Then define O to be the p-adic
  1 completion of W T T , K to be the cyclotomic  -extension of K in p
Ž . Ž .K , G G KK , H G KK , and G H . One can define anK K  K K
Žaction of  and also the action of a Frobenius  on O see below for
.details . An etale --module is then a finite rank O-module with semilin-´
ear action of  and a bijective semilinear operator  commuting with the
action of .
In this paper we extend Fontaine’s results to give an understanding of
the category of R-modules of finite type with a continuous R-linear action
of G , where now R may be any complete Noetherian local ring whoseK
residue field is a finite extension of  . We construct a category of etale´p
families of --modules over K parameterised by R and prove that it is
equivalent to the category of R-linear representations of G definedK
above. Such a family is defined to be a module of finite type over the
ˆcompleted tensor product O R with actions of  and  as before. We p
show that our functor is compatible with the extension of scalars for an
arbitrary local homomorphism of complete Noetherian local rings R S.
The proof of this result uses the equivalence of categories we prove in
Section 4 in a crucial way. If S is further supposed to be finite over R then
our functor is compatible with restriction of scalars.
Our method for proving the equivalence of categories referred to above
is to use the results of Fontaine for the case where the representation V
has finite length and then extend it to the general case by taking inverse
limits.
Given this equivalence of categories, it is clear that given an object
functorially associated to an R-representation of G , one should be ableK
to describe this object purely in terms of the corresponding --module.
We show in Section 3 that this is the case for the continuous Galois
cohomology groups of V and the inverse limit
1lim H K , VŽ . n
where K is the extension of K of degree pn in the cyclotomic  -exten-n p
Ž .sion of K. Actually, we work over the tower K  and use a slightp
Ž  .variant of --modules due to Colmez and Cherbonnier CC defined
using this tower, but the method is identical. It is possible that this
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approach may lead to the construction of a PerrinRiou homomorphism
for families of Galois representations.
I thank Jan Nekovar for his help and encouragement.´ˇ
0.2. NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS
All rings will be commutative with a 1.
If R is a ring we shall write  for its radical, the intersection of allR
maximal ideals. Unless specified to the contrary all semilocal rings R will
be considered as topological rings with the  -adic topology. Write RR
for the group of units of R. If R is local then we write k  R . If F isR R
a local or global field then O will denote its ring of integers. We refer toF
a ring equipped with a linear topology as complete if the natural homo-
Žmorphism to its completion is an isomorphism i.e., it is separated and
.complete in the sense of Bourbaki . We shall say that an R-module is
finite if it is finitely generated as a module.
All Galois cohomology groups in this paper will be continuous Galois
 cohomology groups in the sense of Tate .
We fix a prime number p for the rest of this paper.
1. DEFINITIONS AND COMMUTATIVE ALGEBRA
1.1. Some Types of Rings
We first define some types of local rings which we shall use later on. The
 following may be found in Maz .
DEFINITION 1.1.1. A coefficient ring R is a Noetherian complete local
ring with finite residue field k of characteristic p.R
Ž .Remark 1.1.2. A coefficient ring R is a W k -algebra in a natural way.R
Ž .The structure map W k  R need not be injective, of course.R
The following is what we shall mean by p-rings for the purposes of this
paper.
DEFINITION 1.1.3. A p-ring is a complete discrete valuation ring whose
valuation ideal is generated by p.
1.2. Completed Tensor Products
We shall need to understand the completed tensor product of a p-ring
with a coefficient ring.
Let R and S be arbitrary rings and I R, J S be two ideals. Suppose
that R and S are both T-algebras for some third ring T.
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ˆDEFINITION 1.2.1. The completed tensor product R S is definedT
Ž .as the completion of R S with respect to the I S	 R J -adicT
topology.
Remark 1.2.2. We should of course carry the ideals I and J in the
notation, but in practice there will be no ambiguity.
 The following is part of EGA, 0.19.7.1.2 and gives us a large part of the
properties of completed tensor products that we require.
PROPOSITION 1.2.3. Let A be a ring, let B and C be local Noetherian
A-algebras. Suppose that C is complete and that k is finite as an A-module.B
ˆThen B C is a complete Noetherian semilocal ring.A
In more specialised circumstances we may prove more.
LEMMA 1.2.4. Let A, B, and C be as aboe. Assume further that all three
rings are complete Noetherian local rings with residue characteristic p and that
k is a finite separable extension of k . Assume the structural homomorphismB A
ˆA B is a local homomorphism. Then the radical of B C is equal to theA
ideal generated by the image of   C	 B .B C
ˆ ˆProof. Write   C	 B and E B C. Since B CB C A A
is Noetherian,  generates the kernel of
ˆ : B C k  k .A B k CA
The right-hand side is a finite separable k -algebra, so it equals a finiteC
product of finite separable extensions of k . It follows immediately thatC
E contains the radical. On the other hand, E is complete with respect to
the -adic topology, so  is contained in the radical.
Remark 1.2.5. It follows from the proof of Lemma 1.2.4 that the local
ˆcomponents of B C correspond to the field components of k  k .A B k CA
Next we introduce some notation. From now on we shall usually use O
to refer to a p-ring, and capital letters R, S, etc., to refer to coefficient
rings or general rings. If O is a p-ring and R a coefficient ring then we
write
ˆO  O R .R  p
Note that by Proposition 1.2.3 O is a complete Noetherian semilocal ring,R
although its residue fields need not be finite as we have made no
restriction on the residue field of O, and indeed later k will not even beO
perfect.
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ŽNow suppose R and S are two coefficient rings and O is a p-ring or
.indeed any local ring with residue field of characteristic p . If  : R S is
a ring homomorphism then it induces
 : O R O S. p p
If  is local, then
 O 	  R  O 	  S,Ž .R O S O
Ž .so  is continuous with respect to the obvious topologies . It thus induces
a semilocal homomorphism
 : O  O .R S
Finally, in this section we show a flatness result that we shall need later.
More precisely, we have:
PROPOSITION 1.2.6. Let
 : O  O1 2
be a local homomorphism of p-rings and let R be a coefficient ring. If  is flat
then the induced homomorphism
 : O  OR 1, R 2, R
is faithfully flat.
Proof. First recall that a local homomorphism is flat if and only if it is
faithfully flat. Next, the flatness result for  is a simple extension of theR
  Ž .n nproof in EGA, 0.19.7.1.2 . Note that  O  O . The localR i, R R i, R
 criterion for flatness Mat, Theorem 22.3 thus implies that it is enough to
check the flatness of O  n O over O  n O for all n. We have2, R R 2, R 1, R R 1, R
that
O  n O  O  R ni , R R i , R i  Rp
for i 1, 2, and flatness is preserved under base extension.
To see faithful flatness we need to show that every maximal ideal of
O is in the image of the induced map1, R
Spec O  Spec O .Ž . Ž .2, R 1, R
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On dividing by the radicals of O , and O we obtain the commutative1, R 2, R
diagram with surjective vertical arrows

O O1, R 2, R
 
k  k k  k .O  R O  R1 p 2 p
The lower horizontal homomorphism is faithfully flat since it is the base
change of a field extension, and faithful flatness is preserved by base
change. It follows that  is faithfully flat.R
1.3. Lifting Fields to Characteristic Zero
 Let E be a field of characteristic p. Following Fon , assume we have a
p-ring O of characteristic zero with fraction field E and residue field E.
Fix a choice of E. In general O is unique up to a non-unique isomorphism.
If O is a strict Henselisation of O with field of fractions E , thenE nrn r
O has a valuation induced from O which is discrete and p generates theEn r ˆvaluation ideal. The valuation ring in the completion E of E is a p-ringnr nr
sep ˆnrwith residue field E , a separable closure of E. Write O for this ring.
There is an identification of Galois groups
sepG G E E G E E ,Ž . Ž .E nr
ˆand G acts by continuity on E .E nr
From now on R will always denote a coefficient ring, unless expressly
stated otherwise.
Define the ring
ˆO  O RR  p
as in Section 1.2. In particular there is a decomposition
O 
 O ,ŁR R , i
iI
for some finite index set I, where the O are complete local NoetherianR , i
rings. Similarly, define the ring
ˆnr ˆnr ˆO  O  R ,R  p
with decomposition
ˆnr ˆnrO 
 O .ŁR R , j
jJ
It is an O -algebra and is faithfully flat over O by Proposition 1.2.6.R R
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ˆnrThe action of G on E induces an action on O and hence an actionE nr
ˆnron O  R, via the trivial action on R. Being continuous on E this nrp ˆnr ˆnraction is continuous on O  R, so it induces a G -action on O , E Rp ˆnrcontinuous with respect to the  O -adic topology, which we shall use inR R
the following.
ˆnrRemark 1.3.1. It follows from Section 1.2 that O and O are Noethe-R R
rian semilocal rings, complete with respect to the  -adic topology, andR
that  generates the radical of these rings.R
2. AN EQUIVALENCE OF CATEGORIES
2.1. The Characteristic p Case
Recall that E is an arbitrary field of characteristic p. We certainly do
not want to assume that E is perfect. As before let O be a p-ring of
characteristic zero with residue field E and field of fractions E.
From now on we suppose that O is equipped with a lift of Frobenius: a
Ž .ring homomorphism 	 not necessarily bijective such that
	 x  x p mod p.Ž .
We shall assume that 	 is flat.
ŽBy tensoring with R we deduce an R-linear homomorphism also
.denoted by 	 :
	 : O R O R . p p
Since the ideal   R	 O  in O R is generated by  itO   R  Rp p p
is immediate that 	 maps this radical to itself. We have
LEMMA 2.1.1. The induced homomorphism
	 : O  OR R
is flat.
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 1.2.6.
The Frobenius on O extends uniquely by functoriality and continuity
ˆnrto a Frobenius on O , and then as above to a flat homomorphism from
ˆnr ˆnrO to itself. We remark that the fixed ring of Frobenius acting on O isR
just  .p
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DEFINITION 2.1.2. An R-representation of G is a finitely generatedE
R-module with continuous, R-linear action of G . Write Rep for theE R
category of such representations of G .E
DEFINITION 2.1.3. Write  Mod for the following category. The ob-R
jects of  Mod are -modules: they are O -modules M, equipped with aR R
	-semilinear homomorphism
 : MM ,M
or equivalently a O -linear homomorphismR
 : M M ,M 	
where M M O is the base change of M by O via 	 . Morphisms	 O , 	 R
in  Mod or O -linear homomorphisms commuting with .R R
Remark 2.1.4. It is clear that  Mod is abelian. Indeed, it is just theR
 category of modules over the noncommutative ring O  , where theR
addition in this ring is as for the polynomial ring, but
 x 	 x  .Ž .
We next define a functor from Rep to  Mod . Let V be anyR R
R-representation of G . DefineE
G Enrˆ V  O  V ,Ž . Ž .R R R
Ž .where G acts diagonally. Then  V carries the structure of an O -mod-E R R
ˆnrule since multiplication by O on O  V is G -equivariant. The Fro-R R E
ˆnrbenius on O acts G -equivariantly, and thus induces a 	-semilinearR E
homomorphism
 :  V  V .Ž . Ž . ŽV . R RR
We shall often write  rather than  and this will hopefully causeV  ŽV .R
Ž .no confusion. The association V V clearly induces a functorR
 : Rep  Mod .R R R
LEMMA 2.1.5. Suppose that  V 0. Then as an O -moduleR R
 V  V .Ž . Ž .R k R
Proof. By the assumption on V we have
ˆnr ˆnrO  V
 O   V .Ž .R R R R k R
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ˆnr ˆnrWe know from Lemma 1.2.4 that  O is the radical of O , and thatR R R
ˆnr ˆnr sep ˆnrO  O 
 E  k 
 O .R R R  R kp R
If V is killed by  n then our construction agrees with that contained inR
 Fon by the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.1.6. If  n V 0 for some n then as O -modulesR  p
 V  V .Ž . Ž . Rp
The operator  is the same on both sides.
Proof. Since V is finite as an R-module and is killed by  n it must beR
Ž .finite as a  -module recall that R has finite residue field . Hencep
ˆnr ˆ ˆ ˆnr ˆ ˆnr ˆnrV O  V R O  V O  V O .R R R   ž /p p p
Remark 2.1.7. The previous two results show that the family of functors
 commutes with restriction of scalars in some special cases. We shall
show in Section 2.4 that  commutes with a more general restriction of
scalars.
We shall now show that  commutes with inverse limits. This resultR
 will be very useful in deducing our results from those in Fon . If V is any
object in Rep , write V  V n V. Here  n V is the submodule of VR n R R
generated by elements of the form m where m n and   V.R
PROPOSITION 2.1.8. Let V be an R-representation of G . ThenE

 V  lim  V .Ž . Ž .R R n
Proof. It is immediate that taking G -invariants commutes with inverseE
ˆnrlimits, so it suffices to prove that the tensor product with O commutesR
with inverse limits. But
ˆnr ˆnr nlim O  V  lim O  V VŽ .Ž . Ž . R R n R R R
ˆnr n lim O  V Ž . R R R
ˆnr O  V .R R
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ˆnrThe last equality in the equation follows from the fact that O  V isR R
ˆnrcomplete with respect to the  O -adic topology. This in turn followsR R
Ž .from 1.3.1 and the fact that V is finitely generated as an R-module.
Next we show that the functor  preserves a lot of the structure of theR
category Rep :R
PROPOSITION 2.1.9. The functor  is exact and faithful.R
ˆnrProof. First note that  is left exact by the flatness of O over R.R R
We know from Lemma 2.1.6 that if V is of finite length then
 V  V .Ž . Ž .R  p
Hence, by the exactness of  proved by Fontaine, if A, B, and C are p
finite length R-representations sitting in a sequence
0 A B C 0
then
0 A  B  C  0Ž . Ž . Ž .R R R
is exact. Now suppose A, B, and C are arbitrary, still sitting in the above
sequence. On tensoring with R n and using the exactness for finiteR
length representations we deduce exact sequences
 A n  B n  C n  0Ž . Ž . Ž .R R R R R R
for all n. Let K denote the kernel of the mapn
 B n  C n ,Ž . Ž .R R R R
so that there is a surjective homomorphism
 A n  K .Ž .R R n
Ž n .Using Lemma 2.1.6 again we see that  A is finite over the ArtinR R
n Ž Ž n ..ring O  . Hence the inverse system  A satisfies theR R R R n
Mittag-Leffler condition, and thus so does K . Taking limits we deducen
that
 B  CŽ . Ž .R R
is surjective, as required.
From this we deduce the following handy fact.
COROLLARY 2.1.10. Let I be any ideal of R. Then
I 
 V  I 
 VŽ . Ž .R R
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and

 V I 
 V  VI 
 V .Ž . Ž . Ž .R R R
 4Proof. Let x , . . . , x denote a set of generators for I. Consider the1 n
map
 : V n V
  x  .Ý Ýi i i
It is clear that the image of  is I 
 V. By the exactness of  , the image ofR
Ž . Ž . Ž n. Ž .n  is  IV . On the other hand, identifying  V with  V , theR R R R
map
n
  :  V  VŽ . Ž . Ž .R R R
is just
d  d x ,Ý Ýi i i
since the Galois action is R-equivariant. The image of this map is just
Ž .I 
 V , and so we deduceR
I 
 V  I 
 V .Ž . Ž .R R
We conclude by applying  to the short exact sequenceR
0 I 
 V V VI 
 V 0.
LEMMA 2.1.11.
 n V  lim  V   V .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .R R R R
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 2.1.8 and Corollary 2.1.10.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1.12. If V is an R-representation of G then  V isE R
finitely generated as an O -module.R
 Proof. We may appeal to Fon together with Lemma 2.1.6 for the case
Ž .of V killed by  . It follows from Lemma 2.1.11 that  V is separatedR R
for the  -adic topology. Furthermore, using exactness we knowR
Ž . Ž . V   V is finite as an O -module since it is finite as anR R R 1 R
  Ž .O-module. It thus follows from Theorem 8.4 in Mat that  V is finiteR
over O .R
We next compute the --module corresponding to the trivial one-di-
mensional representation. The answer is reassuring.
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LEMMA 2.1.13.
 R  O .Ž .R R
ˆnrProof. First note that O  O . Indeed, let C denote the cokernel ofR R
ˆnrthe inclusion O O . It is easy to see that C is torsion free as a
 pŽ . -module, and so is flat. Hence Tor C, R  0. Hence there is anp 1
inclusion
ˆnrO R O  R . p p
Taking completions with respect to the  -adic topology we deduce theR
desired inclusion. We next show that this inclusion has image equal to
ˆnr G EŽ .O . In order to prove this it suffices by Nakayama’s lemma to divideR
by  . We have seen thatR
 R   R  R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .R R R R k RR
so we may assume without loss of generality that R k . In this caseR
G Esep R  E  kŽ . Ž .R  Rp
 E k Rp
 O .R
PROPOSITION 2.1.14. If V is an R-representation of G then the canonicalE
ˆnrO -linear homomorphism of G -modulesR E
ˆnr ˆnrO   V  O  V 1Ž . Ž .R O R R RR
is an isomorphism.
Ž .Proof. To show that 1 is an isomorphism, note that if V is killed by
 n for some n then this reduces after Lemma 2.1.6 to Proposition 1.2.6 inR
 Fon . We have
ˆnr ˆnr n ˆnrlim O   V 
 lim O   V  
 O   VŽ . Ž . Ž .  ž /R O R n R O R R R O RR R R
ˆnrsince  commutes with taking quotients by Corollary 2.1.10 and O R R OR
Ž .V is complete with respect to the  -adic topology. Also,R
ˆnr ˆnrlim O  V 
 O  V ,Ž . R R n R R
so the result holds for general V.
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We now introduce a full subcategory of  Mod , which we shallR
subsequently show to be the essential image of  .R
DEFINITION 2.1.15. An object M in  Mod is said to be etale if  is´R M
an isomorphism and M is finitely generated as O -module. We remarkR
that if 	 is bijective then  is an isomorphism if and only if  is bijective.
Write  Modet for the full subcategory of  Mod consisting of etale´R R
-modules. A morphism of etale -modules is a morphism of the underly-´
ing -modules.
It is not immediately obvious that  Modet is an abelian category.R R
  ŽHowever, this is true by the following lemma from Fon since we already
.know  Mod is abelian .R
LEMMA 2.1.16. In  Mod , the kernel and cokernel of a map of etale´R
-modules are etale.´
Proof. This follows immediately from the commutative diagram of
abelian groups
    
0 N M L K 0	 	 	 	
   
   N M L k
    
0 N M L K 0
where the middle two vertical arrows are isomorphisms.
In fact, the full subcategory  Modet of  Mod is stable underR R
subobject and quotient. This is the substance of the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.1.17. Suppose we hae a short exact sequence in  Mod ,R
0MN P 0.
Then N is an object of  Modet if and only if both M and P are.R
Proof. Assuming M and P to be etale we deduce that N is etale by the´ ´
Ž .Snake Lemma the fact that it is finite as an O -module is obvious .R
For the converse, we have an exact sequence
M N  P  0.n n n
Since N is etale, so is N for all n. Since M , N , and P are finite´ n n n n
O-modules this sequence is naturally a sequence in  Mod . By Proposi- p tion 1.1.6 in Fon , both P and K are etale, where´n n
K  ker N  P .Ž .n n n
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Now since O  n is Artinian for all n it follows that the inverse limitR R
functor is exact on the category of finite torsion -modules. It follows that
M lim M  lim K n n
is etale.´
Remark 2.1.18. Note that  Modet is also stable under tensor product.R
Indeed, if M and N are objects in  Modet , then M N is clearly aR OR
finite O -module, and the bijectivity of  follows from the fact thatR MN
 and  are bijective sinceM N
    .MN M O NR
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1.19. If V is any R-representation of G , then  VE R
is etale.´
Proof. After Proposition 2.1.12 it remains to prove that  is bijective.V
This holds for V of finite length by Lemma 2.1.6 and Proposition 1.2.6 in
 Fon , then for general V by the isomorphism of -modules
 V 
 lim  V .Ž . Ž .R R n
We next introduce an inverse functor to  .R
DEFINITION 2.1.20. Let M be an etale -module. Then write´
1
nrˆ M  O  M .Ž . ž /R R OR
Ž .The association M M extends in a natural way to a functor fromR
 Modet to the category of R-modules with R-linear action of G .R E
First we show the analogue of Proposition 2.1.8. Write M M n M.n R
PROPOSITION 2.1.21. Suppose that M is etale. Then the natural homomor-´
phism of O -modulesR
 M  lim  MŽ . Ž .R R n
is an isomorphism of G -modules.E
Proof. We proceed as we did in the proof of Proposition 2.1.8. It is
ˆnrclear that taking  invariants commutes with inverse limits. The O -mod-R
ˆnrule O  M is finitely generated since M is etale. Hence´R OR
ˆnr n ˆnrlim O  M M 
 O  MŽ . ž /R O R R OR R
and we conclude as before.
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To continue we need the analogue of Lemma 2.1.6. A glance at the
proof, however, shows that no extra work is required.
LEMMA 2.1.22. If  n M 0 then as O -modules,R  p
 M  M .Ž . Ž . Rp
Our next task is to show the exactness of  . We first prove a prelimi-R
nary result which will also be useful in other circumstances.
LEMMA 2.1.23. Let M be an etale -module and let V be an R-representa-´
tion of G . Then 1  is a surjectie homomorphism of abelian groupsE
ˆnr ˆnracting on both O  V and O  M.R R R R
ˆnrProof. We first show the surjectivity for O  V. Suppose that V isR R
killed by  . The map 1  is surjective on E sep since for all  E sepR
the polynomial x p x  is separable. Since V is free over k and R
acts on E sep V via its action on E sep it follows that 1  is surjectivepsep Žon E  V. The result for general V follows by devissage using the´p ˆnr. ŽSnake Lemma and passage to the limit using the fact that O  VR R n
.satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition .
Now suppose M is an etale -module. If M has finite length as an´
 O -module then we know from the proof of Proposition 1.2.6 in Fon andR
Lemma 2.1.22 that
nr nrˆ ˆO   M O  M ,Ž .R R R R R
Ž .and that  M is an R-representation of G . This isomorphism respectsR E
the action of , so by the result for V we deduce that 1  is surjective
nrˆon O  M. The general case proceeds by passage to the limit.R R
PROPOSITION 2.1.24. The functor  is exact.R
Proof. Let
0 A B C 0
be a short exact sequence of etale -modules. We apply the Snake Lemma´
to the diagram
 nr  nr  nr ˆ ˆ ˆ0 O  A O  B O  C 0R R R R R R
  
1 1 1
nr nr nr   ˆ ˆ ˆ0 O  A O  B O  C 0.R R R R R R
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We obtain an exact sequence
ˆnr0 A  B  C  O  A  1  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .R R R R R
By lemma 2.1.23 the last term vanishes.
Ž .We now compute  M when M is the simplest -module of rank 1.R
LEMMA 2.1.25.
 O  R ,Ž .R R
with the usual action of  on O and triial G action on R.R E
Proof. There is a short exact sequence of  -modulesp
1
nr nrˆ ˆ0   O  O  0.p
 p ˆnrŽ .If we tensor with R the sequence remains exact since Tor R, O  0.1
On taking completions we deduce the result.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1.26. If M is an etale -module then  M is finitely´ R
ˆnrgenerated as an R-module and the homomorphism of O -modulesR
ˆnr ˆnrO   M  O  M 2Ž . Ž .R R R R OR
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Given the exactness of  and the compatibility with inverseR
Ž . Ž .limits, the finiteness of  M proceeds exactly as for  V . Similarly, weR R
Ž .may show 2 just as we proved Proposition 2.1.14.
THEOREM 2.1.27. The functor
 : Rep  ModetR R R
is an equialence of categories, with quasi-inerse  .R
Proof. Our task is to construct functorial isomorphisms
  V  VŽ .Ž .R R
and
 V M MŽ .Ž .R R
for R-representations V and etale -modules M respectively. Consider´
the isomorphism
ˆnr ˆnr V  O  V O .Ž .R O R R RR
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On taking  invariants of both sides we deduce an isomorphism
1nrˆ  V  V O .Ž .Ž . Ž .R R R R
Since  acts trivially on V there is a map
1nrˆV V O .Ž .R R
ŽThis map is an isomorphism if V is of finite length see the proof
.  of Lemma 2.1.6 by Fon . We may pass to the limit as in the proof of
Lemma 2.1.8. We similarly find that the canonical map
G EnrˆM M Ož /O RR
is an isomorphism. The isomorphism
GG EEnr nrˆ ˆ  M   M  O  M OŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . ž /R R R R R O RR
then provides the desired isomorphism.
It follows formally from what we have proved so far that  and R R
commute with tensor product. Note in the following that M N is etale´OR
Ž .see Remark 2.1.18 .
COROLLARY 2.1.28. Let V and W be R-representations of G . Let M andE
N be etale -modules. The natural homomorphism of -modules´
 V , W :  V   W  V WŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .R O R R RR
and the natural homomorphism of R-representations of GE
 M , N :  M   N  M NŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .R R R R OR
are isomorphisms.
Proof. We have a commutative diagram
Ž Ž . Ž ..  V , WR R Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..  V    W   V   WR R R R R R R O RR
 
Ž . R
 Ž Ž ..VW   V W .R R R
The left vertical arrow and bottom horizontal arrow are isomorphisms.
ŽHence  is injective for all M and N using the fact that  is essentiallyR
. Ž .surjective on objects , and   is surjective for all V and W. Since  isR R
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an equivalence of categories, we deduce that  is surjective. Switching the
roles of  and  we see that in fact  and  are isomorphisms, asR R
required.
Ž .2.2. The Characteristic Zero Case Version 1
Let K be a field complete with respect to a discrete valuation and
suppose that K has perfect residue field. We show how one may use the
equivalence of categories proven in previous sections to deduce an equiva-
lence between the category of R-modules of finite rank with a continuous
R-linear action of G and a certain category of --modules. In theK
paragraph following this we shall see a slight variant which is often found
Ž    .in the literature see for instance CC or Herr . Since we have already
dealt with the case of a field of characteristic p we assume from now on
that K has characteristic 0.
Ž .Let K denote the fraction field of W k where k is the residue field of0
K. Let K be an algebraic closure of K and  its p-adic completion onp
which G acts by continuity. We first follow Fontaine in defining the ringK
R lim O ,  p
where the transition maps are x x p, addition is given by
p mŽ .n Žn	m. Žn	m.x	 y  lim x 	 y ,Ž . Ž .
m
and multiplication by
Ž .n Žn. Žn.xy  x y .Ž .
The ring R is known to be a complete valuation ring whose fraction field
is algebraically closed of characteristic p with a continuous action of G .K
 Ž .The group R contains a copy of  1 , and we choose a generator, inp
Žn.Ž .other words, a system of roots of unity in K   in R, where
 Ž0. 1 and  Ž1. 1. Denote by  the Frobenius on R given by x x p.
Define
   a ,˜ Ý0
ap
 where a denotes a Teichmuller lift of a. Define the ring¨
E  k Ž .˜Ž .0 0
sep Ž .inside R and let E be the separable close of E inside Frac R . It is0 0
Ž .stable under G . To define E E K we need some more notation. LetK
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Ž .K be the cyclotomic  -extension of K in K if p 2, K K  p 0  0 2
if p 2, and let H G . Here KK is the compositum of K and K .K K K  
Ž .Note that KK is the cyclotomic  -extension of K if p 2 . Put p
Ž . rK   G H G KK K . Write p  K  K : K . We may now de-K K K   0
Ž . r K ŽŽ sep.HK .fine E E K   E , a field of characteristic p which is in0
fact independent of the choice of  and is complete with respect to a
discrete valuation.
In order to apply the theory we developed in the previous sections we
need a p-ring with residue field E. We work inside the field
 W Frac R W Frac R 1pŽ . Ž .K 0
Ž .and mirror the construction of E K . First define
 a  p	  .Ý0
ap
ŽŽ .. Ž .Let O denote the p-adic completion of W  . Since W R is p-adi-0 0
cally complete we may consider
O W R W Frac R .Ž . Ž .0 K 0
Note that O is a p-ring of characteristic zero with residue field E . Write0 0
Ž .E for the fraction field of O , a subfield of W Frac R . The Frobenius0 0 K 0
Ž . on Frac R extends by functoriality and semilinearity to W Frac R ,K 0
and we define
E E K  r K E .Ž . Ž .0
Then E receives a discrete valuation from O . Write O for its ring of0
integers, a p-ring with residue field E. The strict Henselisation O hs of O
Ž .may and will be identified with the ring of integers in the maximal
ˆnrŽ .unramified extension of E in W Frac R . We may thus take O K 0ˆnr hsŽ .W Frac R , where O is the completion of O .K 0
ŽThe field of norms construction due to Fontaine and Wintenberger see
 .Win gives us a canonical isomorphism

H G .K E
Ž .The group G acts on R, then acts by functoriality on W Frac R , andK K 0ˆnr ˆnrO is stable by this action. On the other hand, G acts on O byE
continuity and functoriality, and these actions are compatible with the
above identification of Galois groups. If V is a finite-dimensional R-repre-
sentation of G we may thus consider the -moduleK
H GK Enr nrˆ ˆ V  V O  V O .Ž . Ž . Ž .R R R R R
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ˆnrThe action of G on V O induces a semilinear action of G H K R R K K
Ž . Ž .   on  V . We are thus led to introduce the category of R-linearK R
Ž .- modules in the sense of Fontaine over K. Objects in this category
Ž .are R-linear -modules equipped with an O -semilinear action of R
commuting with the action of . We say that a --module is etale if its´
underlying -module is etale.´
By the above considerations  yields a functor from the category ofR
continuous R-linear representations of G to the category of --mod-K
ules. If M is a --module we may consider the G -representationK
ˆnr 1 ˆnrŽ . Ž . M  M O . Here G acts on O as before, and acts viaR R K
ˆnrG H on M. The diagonal action on M O is -equivariant, soK K R
Ž .it induces a G -action on  M . If V is an R-representation of G thenK R K
there is a canonical R-linear homomorphism of representations of G ,K
V  V .Ž .Ž .R R
Ž .Since this is an isomorphism when restricted to H by Theorem 2.1.27 itK
must already be an isomorphism of G -representations. Similarly, if M isK
an etale --module, the canonical homomorphism of --modules´
M  MŽ .Ž .R R
is an isomorphism. Indeed, the underlying map of -modules is an
isomorphism after Theorem 2.1.27. We have shown
THEOREM 2.2.1. The functor  yields an equialence of categoriesR
between the category of continuous R-linear representations of G and theK
category of etale --modules. The functor  is a quasi-inerse functor.´ R
ŽWe finish with a description of O . Recall that as a ring O is non-R
.   1  Ž .canonically the p-adic completion of W T T , where WW k . It is
easy to see that in fact
n 1 O a T ; a W , a  0 in W as n W T , T .Ý n n n½ 5
n
We show that O is what one would hope it was.R
PROPOSITION 2.2.2. Write S R W. Then p
n 1 O  a T ; a  S, a  0 as n  S T , T . 3Ž .ÝR n n n½ 5
n
Here the limit a  0 means with respect to the  -adic topology of S.n R
ˆ 1Ž   .Proof. First note that O  R W T T . It is clear that theR  p
Ž .   1 ring on the right-hand side of 3 is the  -adic completion of S T T ,R
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Ž   1 .   1 so it suffices to show that R W T T is dense in S T T for p
the  -adic topology.R
n   1  Ž .Given a series fÝa T in S T T , write M f for the W-sub-n
Ž   1 .module of S generated by the a . It is clear that f R W T Tn  p
Ž .if and only if M f is a finite W-module. We now show that we may
  1 approximate an arbitrary f S T T by an element of R p
Ž   1 .W T T . Let t , . . . , t denote a set of Teichmuller lifts in R of¨1 r
elements of k , and let m , . . . , m denote a set of generators in R of theR 1 n
ideal  . Any x S may be written as a finite sumR
x x  zÝ i  ip
where x  R and z W. On the other hand, given a R, we may writei i
it
a w	 w m 	 w m m 	 


	 w m 


 m , 	m ,Ý Ý Ýi i i , j i j i , . . . , i i i1 k 1 k
i i , j i , . . . , i1 k
Ž . k	1where the w, w , etc., are in W k , and m . Hence there existsi R R
k	1   1  Ž .g S T T such that M f g is a subset of the W-submoduleR
of S generated by t  1, . . . , t  1 and m 


 m for j 1, . . . , k,1  r  i ip p 1 j
1Ž   .which is finite. Hence f g R W T T and we are done.
Ž .2.3. The Characteristic Zero Case Version 2
In this section we discuss a variant of the previous section where we
Ž .work relative to the extension K  K. This fits more naturally withp
Iwasawa theory and Galois cohomology and is proved in the same manner
as was used in the previous section.
Ž .nFor this paragraph put K  K  for n 1, 2, . . . , , H n p K
Ž . Ž .G KK , G G K K , and  G H . Recall that K is the field   K K K 0
Ž .of fractions of W k where k is the residue field of K.
ˆnrWe must again define a field E and rings O and O . Define R as
Ž Žn..before, containing   . Let
E K  k  1  Frac RŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .0
and define
Hsep KE K  E K ,Ž . Ž .Ž .0
Ž . Ž .where again the separable closure of E K is taken inside Frac R . Put0
  Ž Ž .. Ž .   1 in W Frac R . Let O K be the p-adic completion of0
Ž .  1  Ž Ž .. Ž .W k   which is a subring of W Frac R , and let E K be the0
ˆŽ .fraction field of O K . Let E be the completion of the maximal unrami-0
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ˆnr ˆŽ Ž ..fied extension of E contained within W Frac R , and O  E pˆnr HK ˆHKŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž .W Frac R . Finally, put O K  O and E E .
 A --module in the sense of Cherbonnier and Colmez CC is now
Ž .formally the same with our new definitions as it was before, and the
result is the same.
THEOREM 2.3.1. The functor
HKnrˆV V  V OŽ . Ž .R R R
induces a functor between the category of R-representations of G and theK
Ž .category of etale --modules in the sense of Cherbonnier and Colmez .´
2.4. Change of the Coefficient Ring
In this section we discuss extension and restriction of scalars for --
modules. Since these results are based on facts established for -modules
it does not matter whether we work with Fontaine’s --modules or those
of CherbonnierColmez.
For the rest of this section let R and S be two coefficient rings and let
 : R S
be a local homomorphism of coefficient rings. We show that the families of
functors  and  behave well with respect to extension of scalars and via
 , and with restriction of scalars if S is finite over R.
First, recall that  induces homomorphisms of rings, also denoted  ,
ˆnr ˆnr : O  O and  : O  O .R S R S
We may thus use  to change rings for --modules.
Let V be an R-representation of G . Write V  V S. There is aK S R
ˆnrnatural G -equivariant homomorphism of O -modulesK R
ˆnr ˆnrO  V O  V ,Ž .R R S S S
Ž .and this induces a homomorphism of --modules with O coefficientsS
 : O   V  V . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .S O R S SR
PROPOSITION 2.4.1.  is an isomorphism of --modules.
ˆnrProof. We show that  O is an isomorphism. We then appeal toO SS ˆnrProposition 1.2.6 which tells us that O is faithfully flat over O . We firstS S
observe that
ˆnr ˆnr ˆnr ˆnrn rO  O   V  O   V  O  O   V .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž Ž .ˆS O S O R S O R S O R R RS R R R
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We now use Proposition 2.1.14 which yields a commutative diagram
ˆnrO Snr nr nrˆ ˆ ˆŽ Ž .. Ž .n rO  O   V O   VˆS O R O R S O S SR R S
 
nr nr nrˆ ˆ ˆŽ .n rO  O  V O  VˆS O R R S S SR
in which the vertical arrows are isomorphisms. On the other hand,
ˆnr ˆnr ˆnrn rO  O  V  O  V ,Ž .ˆS O R R S RR
ˆnr ˆnr ˆnrO  V  O  S V  O  V ,Ž .S S S S S R S R
and the lower horizontal map in the diagram is just the canonical isomor-
phism.
COROLLARY 2.4.2. Let  : R S be a local homomorphism of coefficient
rings. Let V be an R representation of G and M on etale --module with´E
coefficients in O . ThenR
 V  O 
 V S ,  M  S
 M O .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .R O S S R R R S O SR R
Proof. The fact that  commutes with extension of scalars is the
substance of Proposition 2.4.1. The result for  follows from the fact that
it is a quasi inverse for .
If S is a finite R module under  then one has restriction of scalar
functors
Rep Rep ,  Modet Modet .S R S R
One may prove formally that  and  commute with restriction of scalars.
COROLLARY 2.4.3. Suppose S is a finite R-module. The map
ˆnr ˆnr ˆnrV O  V S O  V OŽ .R R S R R S S
induces an isomorphism
 :  V  V .Ž . Ž .R S
Proof. Let V be an R-representation of G and W an S-representa-K
tion of G . Consider the equalitiesK
Hom et  V , W Hom V , WŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Mod R R RepR R
Hom V S, WŽ .Rep RS
Hom et  V , WŽ . Ž .Ž . Mod S S SS
Hom et  V  O , WŽ . Ž .Ž . Mod R O S SS R
Hom et  V , W .Ž . Ž .Ž . Mod R SR
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Since  is an equivalence of categories, every object in  Modet is of theR R
Ž .form  V for some V. Hence by the full faithfulness of the YonedaR
embedding we are done.
3. GALOIS COHOMOLOGY
3.1. Comparing --Modules with Cohomology Groups
In this section K will be a finite extension of  . This condition isp
equivalent to assuming that the residue field k is finite. Until we say
otherwise we shall assume that K contains  if p 2, and K containsp
Ž . if p 2. Hence K  is the cyclotomic  -extension of K and  is4 p p
cyclic. Fix a topological generator  of . This section extends work of
Ž    .Fontaine and Herr see Herr or CC .
Let
u:  V  VŽ . Ž .R R
be any R-linear map commuting with the action of . Let  be a
topological generator for . Then there is a complex
RC K , V : 0 V  V  V  V  0. 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .u ,  R R R R
Ž . ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž . Ž . Ž .Here  x  u 1 x,  1 x and  x, y   1 x u 1 y.
Write
H i V H i C R K , V .Ž . Ž .Ž .u u , 
R Ž .Note that the complex C K , V is functorial in V. By the exactness of, 
 an exact sequenceR
0 VW X 0
will thus induce an exact sequence of complexes
0 C R K , V  C R K , W  C R K , X  0.Ž . Ž . Ž . ,   ,   , 
We deduce that
V H i VŽ .Ž . i
is a -functor from Rep to the category of systems of R-modules.R
PROPOSITION 3.1.1. If V is any object in Rep , there is an isomorphism ofR
-functors.
i iH V  H K , V .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . ii
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Proof. For V of finite length morphisms,
H i V H i K , VŽ . Ž .
  iŽ .are constructed in Herr using the fact that H K , V are universal
-functors on the category of discrete representations of G . One thenK
proves this map to be an isomorphism, and it remains for us to show how
to pass to the limit. First recall that since V is finite and K is a finiten
iŽ .  extension of  it is known that H K , V is finite. It follows from Tatep n
that
i iH K , V  lim H K , V ,Ž . Ž . n
where we recall that the left-hand side is computed using continuous
cochains. On the other hand, we may show
i iH V  lim H V .Ž . Ž .  n
Indeed, the inverse limit functor is exact on the category of torsion etale´
--modules with coefficients in R, since these modules are finite over
the Artin ring O  n . Also, recall that we showed in Lemma 2.1.8 thatR R
 V  lim  V .Ž . Ž .R R n
The result follows formally from these two facts.
3.2. The Operator 
One may define a one-sided inverse to 	 , denoted by  . Recall that
since the residue field of O is not perfect,  will not be an automorphism
but will be injective.
ˆ ˆnrThe field E , which we recall is the fraction field of O , is an extension
ˆŽ .of degree p of 	 E . Define
ˆ ˆ : E E
by
1
1 x  	 Tr x .Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆE	 Ž E .p
ˆnrNote that  maps O to itself and O to itself. Indeed, this follows from
sep Ž .sep Ž .the fact that the residue extensions E 	 E and E	 E are totally
inseparable. The trace map defined by
Trace x  Trace y xyŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆE	 Ž E . 	 Ž E .
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ˆnr Ž .is then trivial for these extensions. Hence if x O then Trace xˆ ˆE	 Ž E .
ˆnr p O .
It is easy to verify that  commutes with the action of G . Furthermore,K
Tr 	 x  p	 xŽ . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆE	 Ž E .
implies that
 	 x  x .Ž .Ž .
ˆnrWe may extend  to O  R by making it act trivially on R, and then it pˆnrn rwill map   R	 O  R to itself. We may thus extend  to anOˆ
R-linear map
ˆnr ˆnr : O  O .R R
ˆnr ˆnrMaking  act on O  V via its action on O we obtain an operator R R
Ž . Ž .on D V  acts Galois equivariantly . It is clear that if V has finite
Ž . Ž .length then the  on  V agrees with the  on  V under theR  p
identification
 V  V .Ž . Ž .R  p
Now suppose
x , y  Z1 C R K , VŽ . Ž .Ž . , 
is a 1-cocycle. We claim that
 x , y  Z1 C R K , V .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . , 
Indeed,
  1  x   1 y   1 y   1 yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
y	  y   1 y  0,Ž . Ž .
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .since  1 x   1 y . Further,
  1 x ,  1 x   1 x ,  1 y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
so we have a well-defined induced homomorphism
H 1 C R K , V H 1 C R K , V .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . ,   , 
 The following extends Proposition 4.1 in Herr .
Ž . Ž Ž . .PROPOSITION 3.2.1. The map x, y   x , y induces an isomor-
phism
H 1 C R K , V H 1 C R K , V .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . ,   , 
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Proof. If V has finite length then this follows from Proposition 4.1 in
 Herr and the compatibility of the  operator with the isomorphism
Ž . Ž . V 
 V . If V is arbitrary, then the result holds for V for R np
arbitrary n. We may pass to the limit as in the proof of Proposition 3.1.1.
The following exact sequence follows formally from the definition of the
Ž .complex C K , V . , 
1 10 V   1 H V  V   1  0. 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .R  R
Ž . Ž .where the maps are y 0, y and x, y  x.
3.3. Iwasawa Theory
We still assume for the moment that  is cyclic. We work in this
paragraph with --modules in the sense of Cherbonnier and Colmez
  ŽCC note that there is no difference between the two approaches while
.we still assume  to be cyclic, a condition we shall drop presently .
First, if V is an R-representation of G we writeK
i iH K , V  lim H K , V ,Ž . Ž .I w n
where K  K n and    p n and the transition maps are corestriction.n  n
We have immediately:
0 Ž .LEMMA 3.3.1. For any V, H K , V  0.I w
Proof. Since V is finitely generated as an R-module it is in particular
Noetherian. The sequence V K n is an ascending chain of sub R-modules, so
must be constant for large n. But then the transition maps for suitably
large n are just multiplication by the degree. On the other hand, p 
  nK : K , and p is in the maximal ideal of R. Hence  p V 0, and the
proof is complete.
It is the H 1 that we shall be particularly interested in. First note that itI w
follows immediately from the definitions that if V is an R-representation
Ž . Ž .of G , then  V is canonically isomorphic to  V  as - -modules,K R R n
where V  is the restriction of V to G for any n. Combining the exactK n
Ž .sequence 6 and the isomorphisms of cohomology groups in Proposition
3.2.1 and Proposition 3.1.1 we deduce a diagram
 1Ž . Ž . V H K , VR n
 
coresid
1Ž . Ž . V H K , V .R n1
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Here the complexes over K should be constructed using the generatorn
 p
n
of  p
n
. This diagram is commutative when R  by unpublishedp
Ž  .work of Fontaine but see the proof given in CC . It follows that the
diagram is commutative when R is arbitrary but V has finite length. It is
easy to see from this that we have a commutative diagram for all m and n,
1 1 V  H K , VŽ . Ž .R n m
id  cores 
1 1 V  H K , V .Ž . Ž .R n1 m
Ž .The diagram 7 , being the inverse limit over all m of these diagrams, is
therefore also commutative. We deduce from this a natural homomor-
phism of R-modules
1 1 V H K , V .Ž . Ž .R I w
Observe that this will still exist even if K does not contain  , and possiblyp
Ž .p 2. Indeed,  V is the same when computed over K or K as anR n
R-module for any n. Similarly,
H i K , V H i K , V .Ž . Ž .I w I w n
We may thus work over K , and  is cyclic. For R  this homomor-2 K p2
Ž  .phism is known, after Fontaine, to be an isomorphism see CC . By using
the result for V and passing to the limit we deduce the following.m
PROPOSITION 3.3.2. There is a canonical isomorphism of R-modules
1 1 V H K , V .Ž . Ž .R I w
Remark 3.3.3. If we work with --modules in the sense of Fontaine
then the same methods yield an isomorphism
1 1 V H K , V ,Ž . Ž .R I w
where now the right-hand side is defined using the cyclotomic  -exten-p
sion of K.
0 Ž .We have already computed H K , V  0 for arbitrary V. An argu-I w
 ment as above, using the method of CC for the case of finite length V,
shows that
 2 V   1 H K , V .Ž . Ž . Ž .R I w
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Putting these results together we deduce the following.
i Ž .THEOREM 3.3.4. The groups H K , V are computed by the complexI w
1 
0 V  V  0Ž . Ž .R R
for all i.
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